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complete your BMW.

Wunderlich 
OffRoad Catalogue 2010/2011

We have summarised our GS competence 

in a 570 page OffRoad catalogue!

Exclusively for:  

F 650 GS/ Dakar, 

F 650/800 GS (Twin),  

R 850/1100/1150 GS/ Adventure, 

R 1200 GS/Adventure and HP2.

Language versions available: 

English, Italian, French and Spanish.

Ask your official Wunderlich dealer for a 

printed copy, or download from  

www.wunderlich.de/update

Imprint
Copyright by Wunderlich GmbH. Reproduction, printing or use of any material from this catalogue is not permitted unless authorised by the Wunderlich GmbH. Photos: Till Kohlmey, Michael Engel-
ke, Gerhard Rudolf „Buenos Dias“, Felix von Canstein „Pro-Photo“, Erich Wunderlich, Oliver Lohner. Furthermore, we would also like to thank all people who have given us permission to use their 
pictures.

Start here. All the essential information: www.wunderlich.de/update

Find an Official Wunderlich Dealer in your country

Download up-to-date and new catalogue sections, corrections and brand 
new parts that are not included in the printed catalogues!

www.wunderlich.de/manuals: Download fitting instructions in 
English/Italian/German/Spanish/French

International Internet Presence

The Wunderlich website has been recently upgraded 
and modernised. For our export customers the inter-
national section offers a lot of useful information. 

Enter the international website through   
www.wunderlich.de/update and from there it is easy 
to navigate to all the various information and download 
sections:

The Content:

•  Catalogues: Download all the current international catalogue 
sections, as well as new sections of bike models bikes not 
included in our printed catalogues. Includes all the model 
sections, accessories for all bikes, touring reports and special 
promotions. Available are English, Italian, Spanish and French 
catalogue sections.

•  Instructions / manuals: Download fitting instructions in Eng-
lish and colour. The list is constantly upgraded.

•  Press releases and news: All the latest press releases and 
product news from Wunderlich. 

•  Wunderlich Bikes: Download PDF’s of Wunderlich bikes, con-
versions and show bike specials.

•  Dealers: Find an official Wunderlich dealer in your country. 
Our dealers will provide you with parts and information, and 
will help you with inquiries and customer service in your lan-
guage.

•  New parts: Download information about new parts that are 
not included in the printed catalogues.

The international internet pages are updated on a daily 
basis. New content is added, more catalogue sections 
are translated into languages, newly developed parts 
are published and presented before they are included 
in the printed catalogues, and more instructions in 
English and other languages are added.

www.wunderlich.de/update



Editorial

Dear motorcycle fans,  

This year, an exciting anniversary awaits us. A whole 

quarter century has now passed since we at Wunder-

lich came up with our first products and ideas. This 

means that you, our customers, have since 1985 been 

turning common-or-garden two-wheelers into highly 

personalised motorcycles. With our commitment and 

enthusiasm we were then - and still remain - at the 

cutting edge of the blue-and-white brand‘s accesso-

ries market.

We have often been copied, which is something we are proud of. You know you‘ve 

got a good product when everyone else wants to cash in on it too. But we are the 

original. This applies just as much to our team, members of which are not infre-

quently courted by our competitors. Happily, however, our capable staff members, 

the nucleus of our success, have stayed loyal to the team. This includes some who 

were there right at the start, such as departmental managers Peter Hoppe, Ingrid 

Ulrich and Peter Decker. Alexander de la Motte, deputy managing director, has also 

been with us for more than 15 years. We are really proud of the stability of our team, 

of the large number of trainees who come to us, and of the fact that we can offer so 

many of them a job at the end of their training.

The On Road Catalogue that you are now holding offers you an enormous 

range of high-quality, practical and attractive accessories. You too can use 

them to turn your BMW into a perfect machine to reflect your individuality. 

 
We also owe our success to the fact that you appre-

ciate our products. Considerably more than 30,000 

participants followed the call to choose their Best 

Brand of 2010, using their votes to give Wunderlich 

first place in the Customising category. We are proud and delighted to have re-

ceived this accolade in our anniversary year: we would like to offer those who voted 

for us a resounding thank-you and to assure you that we see this vote both as a 

confirmation of what we have done so far and as encouragement to do even better 

in the future.

We have been living for motorcycles for 25 years. My team and I will be delighted if 

you, our customers, will join us in doing the same in the future.

Erich Wunderlich

Important comment: The parts sold by us are road legal and approved for use in 
Germany/Europe. Please make sure that they are road legal in your country - your 
Wunderlich dealer will be happy to provide you with information. 

Just one quick closing remark: We are of course delighted that so many of our 
customers are lady bikers. We would appeal to you particularly not to take offence at 
the fact that most of the texts in our catalogue have for the sake of simplicity been 
written from a male perspective, even though many of our products have been de-
veloped in response to wishes expressed by our female bike-riding staff members.
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jet of plastic to create three-dimensional forms). Two 
CNC machining centres are also available. The test 
sample is then given the first of its final polishes by 
being adapted to the vehicle. 

The real test, of course, takes place in practice. The 
components are tested, placed under load, checked 
and evaluated again and again until they reach their 
utmost limits of tolerance. Whether on the racetrack 
or in the course of extensive and thorough trials in all 
four corners of the world, each and every part has 
to prove its worth under extreme conditions. Some 
products may also be withdrawn and chucked away 
at this stage of the development process - which is of 
course what it is for.

Once all the hurdles mentioned so far have been 
cleared - and the bar is set very high - what follows 
is the secret fear of some bikers: the TÜV (technical 
certification) test. Thanks to our high product and 
quality standards, dialogue with the TÜV Rheinland 
organisation is no problem whatever. It‘s not for noth-
ing that Wunderlich was one of the very first firms in 
the motorcycling sector to be certified according to 
the DIN/EN/ISO 9001:2001 standard, which meets 
the standards of the German Federal Office for Motor 
Traffic (KBA). The processes that are precisely defined 
and supervised by this standard provide the guaran-
tee that all safety-relevant regulations and provisions 
are fully observed. It goes without saying, of course, 
that the testers go into the most minute detail in the 
course of their rigorous tests and checks.

Finally the product is finished and approved for road 
use. It is not unusual for this period from the very first 
idea to final approval to last five to six months; in the 
case of new technologies the wait can be as long as 
three years. It is completely in line with our intentions 
that not every product makes it into mass production. 
„We have to allocate a certain share of our budget to 
the promotion of innovative products which can then 
provide impetus or serve as prototypes in a quest to 
push the limits of the possible,“ explains company 
boss Erich Wunderlich. As an example of this he cites 
the costly and labour-intensive development of a 
road-legal natural gas conversion for motorcycles. 
Although this never made it into mass production, 
the project nonetheless generated huge amounts of 
valuable experience for the whole development team 
and was a real boost to technical progress. „One of a 
whole lot of developments that were gratefully seized 
on by the competition and passed off as their own,“ 
observes the head of R & D, Frank Tholey, with a wry 
glint in his eye.

The vast majority of the products that make it through 
to mass production is, of course, meant for the cus-
tomer. So the next step is production. At Wunderlich 
we do initial and small production runs. For large 
production runs the company works with various dif-
ferent, appropriately qualified cooperation partners. 
High quality standards are just as important here as 
they would be in house. Nothing is done on the cheap 
- there is nothing but the best of rigorously monitored 
German manufacturing. Wunderlich‘s partner firms 
are mostly located in the same region as we are. Close 
cooperation, regular consultation and regular monitor-
ing are the rule rather than the exception. This means 
security for both parties - to the ultimate benefit of 
you, the customer.

You might be forgiven for thinking that manufacture 
brings a product‘s development cycle to a close. This 
is almost the case. It would be the end of the story if 
it weren‘t for the small matter of fitting or user instruc-
tions. Thomas Schumann, workshop foreman and 
head of the test workshop: „We take great care over 
this point - after all, we know how annoying it can be 
to be confronted with inaccurate or over-complicated 
instructions. In fact, we take just as much care in the 
creation of usable and user-friendly descriptions for 
use by the layman as we do in product development. 
And if even that isn‘t good enough, our phone support 
people are on hand to give further help.“

 It must by now have become clear just how much 
effort and expenditure goes into the development 
of our products for our customers. High quality, fair 
value for money and, above all, the highest possible 
degree of safety are all values which come to the fore 
at Wunderlich.

Hundreds of the high-quality in-house products listed 

in our catalogue have been adopted as a matter of 

course by BMW riders. Just how much time and 

expense goes into the development of every indi-

vidual part is something that does not normally come 

to light.

Our technicians, engineers and developers meet at 
least once a week in a roundtable session. In these 
sessions, furious thinking takes place, and ideas 
come up. These are put through their paces on the 
metaphorical test bed - to be consigned to the bin, 
discussed, played with, or worked out in greater 
detail.  When these development meetings take place 

at Wunderlich, the creativity knows no bounds.  Erich 
Wunderlich sees his team as a forge for hammering 
out ideas. Most of the ideas on new, innovative prod-
ucts come up in-house or are developed in collabora-
tion with selected partner companies.

If the meeting approves of an idea, the following ques-
tions are asked: Does the product have any chance 
on the market? Is there already something out there 
like it? What does the marketing department think 
of it? And finally, can it even be done? If a decision 
is made to take it further, the new product makes 
the first step from theory to practice in the form of 
a preliminary drawing. If the part in question is to be 
turned, machined or made of formed sheet metal, the 
next step is to create a 3D CAD drawing which forms 
the basis of a first prototype to be made in one of 
the firm‘s two in-house machining centres or in the 
prototype workshop. Meticulous hand work leads to 
the creation of a model which is usually subjected to 
initial testing procedures.

If the idea in question is for a complex 3D product, a 
volume model made out of easily malleable material, 
such as Claytone (a kind of modelling clay), is created 
to work out aspects of design, form and function.

It is at this point that Wunderlich‘s ultra-modern 
research and development institutions get involved: 
The completed model is scanned using a modern 3-D 
laser scanner, and the surface, form and dimensions 
are imported into the CAD system with a high degree 
of precision. A so-called Rapid Prototyping printer 
is now used to create the actual prototype itself out 
of the 3-D functional model using a plastics printing 
procedure (similar to a LaserJet, this however uses a 

Research and Development
at Wunderlich

Wunderlich - machining centre with automated tool change allows for the fully automatic, round-the-
clock creation of complex forms

First concept drawings of a new hand protector On the basis of the drawing, a raw component is 
made using Claytone

The Claytone model is recorded by laser scan The scan is used to generate a 3D drawing

High-tech from start to finish: We use our 3D printer to create the first prototype out of ABS plastic 
over night

Test fitting of the printed prototype Test workshop for the test fittings, tests etc.
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25 Wunderlich Years
25 years of functional products for the perfect,  
individual motorcycle

We extend our thanks to all our customers 
and business partners. In 2010 we shall 
be celebrating our 25th anniversary. For a 
quarter of a century the name of Wunder-
lich has been inseparably connected with 
the Yamaha and BMW brands.

The story of Wunderlich GmbH began in 
Erich Wunderlich‘s parents‘ garage.

An 8-page, manually typed catalogue was 
produced presenting the first products 
such as the innovative direct lubrication 
system for the overhead camshaft.

After two years the garage became too 
small, and we moved into a warehouse 
at the station in Ahrweiler. The products 
ranged from chassis optimisation kit to 
performance enhancement, and, in 1988, 
our present-day production manager, Pe-
ter Hoppe, became our first employee.

The path we had chosen had long since 
proved to be the right one, and our sec-
ond relocation into an idyllic old vineyard 
with more than 1000 m22 of warehousing 
space became essential as early as 1989. 
The purchase of an R 100 GS marked the 
start of our love affair with BMW, and our 
first trade show appearance at the IFMA 
in Cologne in 1991 caused something of a 
splash. Just one year later, our catalogue 
was extended to a print run of 5,000, 
with 67 pages covering more than 200 

products. Four years further on, the cata-
logue‘s print run had reached 20,000, and 
Wunderlich decided to focus exclusively 
on BMW.

Things went on happening fast. The work-
force grew continuously, and another 
move - not to be our last - took place to 
our first fully-owned premises in Boden-
dorf. Since 2004 we have been in Sinzig, 
where 3 buildings provide enough space 
for all our departments, from administra-
tion to R & D and warehousing.

„25 years“ may just trip off the tongue, but 
the fact is that our youngest employees 
weren‘t even born then; a quick look back 
confirms that it has been a long time. 
1985  At 17, Boris Becker becomes the 
first German to win Wimbledon.
Erich Wunderlich sets up the company at 
the parental home in Ahrweiler. The first 
catalogue appears: 8 pages in size, typed 
on the typewriter of Alberto, Wunderlich 
senior. Focal point of the catalogue: As the 
young Wunderlich was a fan of muscular 
torque, it of course had to be the legendary 
one-lungers from Yamaha: the XT and the 
SR 500.

1986 The Soviet Union launches the core 
module of the space station „Mir“ into or-
bit.
Development of a direct lubrication system 

for the single cylinder‘s overhead cam-

shaft. The first production run exceeds the 

budget by many multiples. The first advert 

is run to great acclaim in „Tourenfahrer“ 

(German motorcycle magazine).

1987 The USA starts to create the GPS 

network.

Things get too tight in the parental home, 

and the first move becomes necessary. An 

office with attached warehouse is hired at 

Ahrweiler station at a peppercorn rent. The 

product spectrum ranges from chassis 

improvements right up to expensive and 

complex performance enhancements.

1988 George Bush senior is elected presi-

dent of the USA.

 Development, customer services and 

sales become too much for one person 

to manage. The first employee is hired. 

He is Peter Hoppe, present-day produc-

tion manager and one of the pillars of the 

company.

1989  Fall of the Berlin Wall.

The old warehouse is bursting at the 

seams. The firm moves into an idyllic old 

vineyard in Ahrweiler with more than 1000 
m2 of warehousing space. The first BMW 
appears in the company fleet. It is an R 
100 GS.

1990 The leaning tower of Pisa is closed to 
the public for safety reasons.
The youngest of Wunderlich‘s current em-
ployees is born. The break with the Yama-
ha motorcycle brand is on the horizon.

1991 „Ötzi“, a glacier mummy of more than 
5,000 years in age, is found in the border 
region between North and South Tyrol.
The first appearance at the IFMA trade 
show in Cologne. Wunderlich presents 
the first converted R 100 GS with double 
headlights, double rear lights and many 
other refinements.

1992 The XXV summer Olympic Games 
take place in Barcelona.
The first independent BMW accessories 
catalogue is published. At 67 pages in 
length, it covers a range of more than 200 
accessories and has a print run of 5,000 
copies.

1993 Boris Yeltsin wins the first democratic 
elections to be held in Russia.
The R 1100 GS is introduced: a milestone 
in the history of the BMW model and con-
firmation that the firm has placed its trust 
in the right brand.

1994 Sony introduces the first Playstation 
in Japan.
This is the year of the new R 1100 GS, 
which also finally catalyses the firm‘s com-
plete switch of focus to the BMW brand.

1995 Jacques Chirac is elected president 
of France.
The success of Munich‘s finest assures 
continuous growth at Wunderlich. On 
average, more than 50 parcels of acces-
sories leave the firm‘s premises each day.

1996 The XXVI summer Olympic Games 
take place in Atlanta/USA.
Development of the ERGO seat benches 
and touring screens.

1997 The Labour Party under Tony Blair 

wins the British General Election.
The number of employees has risen to 12. 
5 of these are responsible full-time for cus-
tomer service: in person and on the phone.

1998 A 3-0 win over Brazil wins the French 
football team the World cup in Paris.
A catalogue is now produced annually with 
a year-on-year increase in the number of 
products. In-house developments form an 
increasingly important part of the product 
range. First appearance at the INTERMOT 
trade show in Munich.

1999 Johannes Rau is elected president of 
the Federal Republic of Germany.
Insufficient warehousing space, confined 
offices and a lack of customer parking 
forces the firm to move yet again: this time 
to Bodendorf.

2000 Michael Schumacher wins the For-
mula 1 Drivers‘ Championship for Ferrari.
Wunderlich becomes one of the first of the 
few firms in the motorcycling sector to be 
certified according to DIN/EN/ISO 9001, 
allowing the company to apply for TÜV 
certificates. Wunderlich is represented for 
the first time in its own right at the INTER-
MOT with a 65 m2 stand. This is a glittering 
success: Importers from all over the world 

almost have to fight for the rights to sell 
in their own countries what has become 
a very comprehensive range of BMW ac-
cessories.

2001  The Czech Republic wins the World 
Ice Hockey Championship, beating Finland 
in the final.
 Wunderlich GmbH becomes the first firm 
in the motorcycling sector to be certified 
according to DIN/EN/ISO 9001:2000, 
which meets the standards of the German 
Federal Office for Motor Traffic (KBA).

2002 _Introduction of the Euro.
The first office containers are erected on 
the site at Bad Bodendorf. The premises 
are once again close to capacity. The 
Yamaha business area is wound up to al-
low a complete focus on the development 
and testing of BMW products.

2003 Concorde flies from New York to 
Paris for the very last time.
Four large, white sea containers have now 
been put up on the Wunderlich site. The 
hottest summer in a century is great for 
motorcycle users; however, temperatures 
in the office containers occa-sionally top 
40° C. The first plans are laid for a new 
building in the industrial estate at Sinzig.

2004 The Greek football team under Otto 

Rehhagel wins the European Champion-

ship.

In January 2004 the firm moves into its new 

home on the Kranzweiherweg. Wunderlich 

lays on the first Open Day, which is cel-

ebrated by more than 1000 customers.

2005 Angela Merkel is elected chancellor 

of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Wunderlich celebrates its 20th anniversary 

and looks forward to the next 20 years!

2006 The football World Cup takes place 

in Germany.

Acquisitions include a 3D printer for Rapid 

Prototyping, a 3D laser scanner and a new 

CNC milling machine.

2007 Germany beats Poland to become 

world handball champion.

The „Classic“ catalogue, the 19th edition 

of the Wunderlich catalogue, is published. 

Nine new members of staff are taken on (R 

& D, marketing, sales, purchase, dispatch, 

accounts).

2008 Barack Obama is elected president 

of the USA.

 A new high rack warehouse with a capac-

ity for 524 pallets and a floor area of some 

600 m2 is built.

2009 Pilot Chesley B. Sullenberger avoids 

a disaster by ditching his plane in the Hud-

son River in New York.

The OnRoad catalogue, which comprises 

around 700 pages, is published with a print 

run of 40,000.

2010  2010 Wunderlich celebrates its 25th 

anniversary and offers its congratulations 

to Sarah Hughes, Tianna Madison, Lily 

Allen, Cristiano Ronaldo, Lewis Hamilton, 

Michael Phelps and all others born in 1985.

 This year, as a special gift, the readers 

of „Motorrad“ magazine vote us the Best 

Brand in the customising category.

1

3

2

The headquarter in 2009 with offices, shop and dispatch 
warehouse (1), the first completed section of the high rack 
warehouse (2) and the R & D department (3). On the right can 
be seen a part of our testing area and some of the outlying 
units (white garages), such as the motor power testing station 
and the  archive etc.

Erich Wunderlich (left) and Peter Hoppe (right) in 1994 in front of the firm‘s former 
premises in Ahrweiler.

First fully-owned company premises in Bad Bodendorf 1999
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A

Air filters + filter accessories   98   231 285 381 479 545, 561 599   698-699 754-755

Air Duct Cover + PowerInlet Kit                   650, 661    

Air intake duct covers           361            

Air pumps + compressors   56                    

Aluminium covers 10     214, 221   346 - 352 452 - 458
512, 528 

- 533
587 - 590 656 - 657 690 - 691 743 - 746

Aluminium rear shock adjuster       219 252 353 460 498 + 533 592   691  

Auxiliary headlights + accessories 21-23 75-77   232-233 268-269 385-387 434-436 516 578 634-635 703 728-729

B                        

Badges + Pins   153                    

Bags + rucksacks   150-152             575      

Batteries + battery accessories       234-235   382-383 480-489 562-563 600-601   700 753

Belly pans           361   540, 544 642-643      

Bike covers   87                    

Bolt sets + fixing equipment   116    220   366-367 467-469 550-551 593 657 695 748-749

Brake + clutch reservoir covers       206-207 262, 271 345-346, 365 450-451 536-537 585 637, 640 694 740-741

Brake caliper covers           365 466 538 583, 586 655 694 739

Brake caliper/fluid reservoir/cylinder protection       202 261, 262 336            

Brake discs + pads   60-63                    

Brake lever enlarger 30     196 252 318 425 507     675 724

Brake lever lock   113                    

Brake levers  (adjustable)       191-192 251 308 415, 465 499, 536   618, 655 676 720

Brake light switch bracket/protector             439          

Bulbs/lamps   70-73                    

C - D                        

Camshaft sprocket cover           347 455 531 591      

Camshafts           378 478 557        

Carbon + CS tank pads       217+220       544   644    

Carbon-fibre parts 10, 30, 32-38     216-217 273,276-277 325,356-363 462-464 542-549  
626-627, 
642-650

  747

Cardan shaft (final drive) covers 10         325, 359 438 543        

Care products   88-94                    

Centre stand + accessories       190 255         611    

Chain  kits + chain protectors + accessories 31     218, 237-239 265, 280-281              

“Clear-Protect” leg protectors             414          

Clothing   122-124, 126                    

Clutch   100                    

Clutch fluid reservoir cover           345-346, 365 450-451 536-537 585 637, 640 694 740-741

Clutch lever  (adjustable)       191-192 251 308 415 499, 536   618, 655 676 720

Clutch protector                   623, 626   747

Clutch reservoir protector           336            

Cockpit fairings + Cockpit + instrument surrounds       214 270 331 440, 460-461 520 585 630 687 746

Cooler protector / surround       204 264, 277 338, 358 444-445 523   624-625, 648 681 733-734

CruiseControl   128   213 253 309 423 507   615 675 725

Cylinder protectors + valve cover protectors 11         322-323 430-431 512-513        

Design elements (sticker and pad sets)       215 272 305       651-653    

Diagnostic equipment + Carbtune Synchroniser   112-113                    

E - F                        

“Earless” mirror conversion               535        

Electrics + charging devices   78-86                    

Engine protector plate                   628    

Exhaust Heat Shield carbon fibre 30                      

Exhaust systems + accessories      
225, 228 

- 229
282 369 - 373 471-474 553-555 595 649, 659-660 697 751-752

Fairing extensions / deflectors / flaps 18     189   302, 328-329 407, 414, 437  496  574  611 674  718

First aid sets   127                    

Foot protectors / leg protectors           329-330 414, 437         719

Footrests + footrest lowering kits       193-194   314-316 420-421, 424
504-505, 
508-509

  616-617 679 722

Fork springs + fork oil   45                    

Fork tube covers + fork protectors       217   336, 347            

Frame protectors           339           733

Fuel hose coupling + accessories   96, 107                    

Funnel   93                    

G                        

Gaiters       260 335 438            

Gaskets + accessories   106, 108                    

Gear lever + lever enlarger 30     196 252 318 425 507     675 723

Generator covers (carbon/alu.) + generator plugs       221   359 462 543        

Grab rail                 575      

H - I                        

Hand protectors + accessories         260 328       637    

Handlebar bag       245   399 490         764

Handlebar end weights       213   312, 344 450 535   654 688 740

Handlebar muffs   128                    

Handlebar riser       194   310-312 416-417     613 678 721

Handlebars       196   312 420 501-502   613 677  

Headlight conversion                   652    

Headlight grill       203                

Headstock bolt cover  + thermometer cap           344-345 452-453 528     688  

Hearing protection   120                    

Heat exchanger protectors 39       265              

Heated grips   130                    

Heel guard           337 458 549   626    
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Helmet camera   179                    

Horn + horn guard           334, 395 489 569 587 669 707 765

Hub covers + hub centre caps           351+352 458+459 532   641   745

Indicator housing, carbon               542        

Indicators + accessories   78-80   235-236 280 388-389 484 564-565 603 664 701 756-757

Inner mudguard 17       267              

Inspection kits   99                    

K - L                        

Key chain + key holder   120-121                    

Lamp surround             464          

Lifting handle           318 425         723

Lighter with LED light   125                    

Luggage strapping loops + accessories   148                    

Luggage racks + accessories   137-138                   727

M - N                        

Magnetic board   125                    

Magnetic oil filter  add-on “Filter Plus”   99                    

Magnetic oil drain plugs   97                    

Manoeuvrability aids  + lifters   42-44                    

Maps + literature  
116-118, 
154-155

                   

MediaBag + accessories     174-175                  

Mirror safety wires             446   580   685 736

Mirrors + mirror extensions 12 65-69   197 253 314 422     619   717

Mudguard / mudguard rail 17     216 273 356, 357 463 547 586 643, 644    

Mudguard extensions       203 255, 267 339, 340 445 525 580 633 683 735

MultiPod + accessories     162, 168-172                  

Navigation + accessories 29   159-179       485         167

Number plate carrier 31     223 273 353  
539+540, 

546
  646, 653    

O - P                        

Oil cooler grill           338, 358 444-445 523   624   734

Oil filter tools /protection 39 98     265              

Oil plugs + oil plug conversion kit       211 266 326-327 432-433 514-515 578-579      

Öil temperature gauges       218 266           687 748

Oils, filters + accessories   94-98                    

Paintwork protection       205   341 447 522 581 636 684 737

Panniers, cases, top boxes, carriers  + accessories 39 139-147     290-91              

Paralever torque arm         317 422 506     615, 653   724 + 742

Protection bars + accessories / crash protection 21     199-202 257-259 321-324 427-429 512 577 621-623    

R                        

RapidBike   101                    

Rear carrier bags + rear seat bags   138, 149   243-245 289 395-397 489+491 569   669 709 765

Rear lights + accessories 16, 38     236 279, 280 390-391   565 601 665 702  

Rear wheel covers + huggers       216 276 358 463 548   626, 641 692  

Rim stickers   57                    

S                        

Screens and windshields       185-189 250, 277 297-304 406-413 495-497, 542 573+574 607-611 673-674 713-716

Screen adjusters                     743

Seat heating + seat cushions   130-131                    

Seats + accessories 27 108   183 249 295 403-404          

Side covers           362   545   639    

Side stand extensions       206 264 340 446 524 577 625 681 735

Spark plugs + accessories 20 104-106                    

Starter motor  + starter motor cover   112           546        

Steel braided brake lines   64                    

Steering stop + accessories           335 443 511        

Stickers   124                    

Straps   147                    

Sun visor strips + cleaners   119, 121                    

Suspension + lowering kits   46-47, 50-52                    

T - V                        

Tail conversion + fairing         276 360-363       646, 648    

Tank bags + accessories   134-135   241-243 287-288 393-395 487-488 567-568   667-668 705-706 759-761

Tank pads + filler cap pads       204, 209 260 333-334 442-443 519, 521 581 629, 631 682, 685 732

Telelever cover sets           346, 349     590      

Throttle valve housings           337, 367 439, 465 518        

Tools  
20,28,55,58, 
64,111,114-

116, 154
                   

Top yoke + yoke conversions 13     195-196   310, 319 417, 420 500-502   612 677  

Top yoke protectors       208   332 441 519   629 683, 689 727

Tuning       230-231 284 375-380 476-479 557-561 596-599 661-662    

Tyre pressure gauge   54                    

Tyre pressure monitoring systems   57                    

Tyre repair kit + accessories   55                    

Valve adjustment bolts           378 477 560 598      

Valve caps + angle valves   53                    

Valve cover bolts 25 109       343 449 527        

Valve cover protectors 11         322-323 430-431 512-513        

Valve covers 19                      

W - Z                        

Wheel changing tools/fitting aids 28 55, 58                    

Wheel Bolts (theft-proof) 26 59   208   325 430 511 583 632 682 736

Wrist watches   132-133                    
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R 1200 C/CL
Ergonomics & Comfort

Glide Body Shield

The C benefits from another highlight with a relaxing 
effect for the rider – the shield can now be adjusted to 
meet your individual needs. Just loosen two bolts on 
the sides to conveniently position the screen at the right 
height.

Full of élan and optimally protected – now you can 
enjoy your Cruiser on even longer rides. Freed from 
troublesome turbulence the bike veritably glides along, 
impressing bystanders with its exclusive look.

The front gets the extra volume it needs, and the whole 
bike benefits from a uniform appearance. The chrome-
plated cross-braces give the C that extra muscularity as 
well as maintaining the high quality standards. The relo-
cation of the indicators is an additional highlight, playing 
its part in the creation of a harmonious overall appear-
ance. Strong and robust Lexan plastic guarantees the 
clearest possible view.

This has to be the ultimate touring screen, with dimen-
sions that have until now been the stuff of dreams. This 
screen provides maximum protection and a relaxed 
posture for long-distance cruises. The whole body is 
relieved from wind pressure, making the C into the 
perfect tourer, combining the undisputed Cruiser advan-
tages with long-distance rideability.

ABE approved (only for vehicle type 259c), R 1200 C.

Height: 500 mm, width: 480 mm (measured from the 
upper edge of the headlight)

R 1200 C (except Montauk)

Screen Part No.: 8180002

Installation kit Part No.: 8180005

Wide Chrome Kit 

A refined kit, easy to fit onto the Glide Body screen in 
order to conceal the screen mounts. This part is a cast 
metal profile with screw threads on the back. An ingen-
iously simple example of very solid workmanship. High-
gloss chrome plated.

 Part No.: 8180007

Wide Chrome Kit

Wind protection individual to you
Easy height adjustment with second integrated screen for the 

purpose of closing the gap that appears between screen and 

headlight when the screen is raised.

Custom Shield

Many Cruiser riders would like to have some wind 
protection without totally changing the appearance of 
the Cruiser. We have just the right screen to fulfil these 
requirements: the “smoked” coloured Custom Shield 
provides good protection and stylish looks. It is 50 cm 
tall + 42 cm wide and uses chromed steel brackets for 
mounting on the handle bar clamps (not suitable with 
handle bar risers). An edge protector is included. ABE 
approved.

R 1200 C (except Montauk)

 Part No.: 8110310

Ergonomics & Comfort
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R 1200 C/CL
Ergonomics & Comfort

R 1200 C/CL
Ergonomics & Comfort

Wunderlich “C-Back Rail”

A little stroke of genius and the perfect complement to 
the Comfort seat: This beautiful grab rail, custom-made 
for the C, uses the original folding seat as a stylish 
design element and back support for the passenger, 
clearly enhancing the entire Cruiser. Not only this, but 
the grab rail improves passenger comfort, allowing the 
pillion passenger also to experience the proper Cruiser 
way of life. Pleasantly relaxed with the best possible 
posture, your passenger won’t object to going those 
few extra miles. The whole C benefits from a uniform 
appearance, and the amazingly strong rail also provides 
a mount for a beautiful rear carrier which, standing 
proud of the rest of the bike, blends in nicely with the 
massive rear light. The rail is compatible with original 
panniers and will win you over with its very solid overall 
build. Comfort and emergency seats are not supplied.

R 1200 C (except Montauk)

 Part No.: 8160401*

Matching rear carrier

“Rounded” rear carrier  Part No.: 8160455

* Comfort seat and folding seat (original BMW parts) required.

“Rounded” rear carrier

Speedster Screen

The Speedster is a stylish little screen which gives the 
Cruiser a sporty note. The screen may be small in size, 
but because of the low seating position it provides 
noticeable wind protection. The screen is easily fixed 
to the bike with two unobtrusive chrome-plated steel 
brackets above the headlamp. ABE approved (only for 
vehicle type 259c).

R 1200 C (except Montauk)

 Part No.: 8180001

Easy, stepless adjustment of angle 
and height

Tool Roll Classic

This quality leather bag was made in American custom 
style specifically for the Cruiser. It is a very functional 
bag, but it also closes up the gap between headlamp 
and mudguard and gives the Cruiser a more impressive 
appearance at the front.

The use of thick but soft leather allows easy opening of 
the lid, but the shape will stay intact for a long time. The 
roll is not only meant just for tools, anything that fits in 
can be carried.

The bag is attached to the forks with soft leather strips 
with chrome buckles.

Tip: We recommend using any tool roll in combination 
with our “Front Mudguard Rail”. This will ensure that the 
luggage and roll do not damage the paint of the front 
mudguard.

R 1200 C

 Part No.: 8160333

Xerapol Plastic Polish
Scratches in the windscreen? No problem at all! Scratches in 

acrylic glass and Perspex can be easily removed with “Xerapol” 

plastic polish. Simply apply the special paste and polish the 

scratches away with a soft cotton cloth or cotton wool. You can 

find this product in the “Accessories” section.

Wunderlich  
“Vario-ERGO+” Screen Deflector

The main problem with any original screen is that the 
upper edge cannot be adjusted to cater to individual 
needs, and to eliminate buffeting and turbulence.

We took the principle of screen add-ons, and signifi-
cantly improved upon it.

Recommendation: If you are happy with the height, 
width and other proportions of the original windshield 
but are bothered by turbulence, we recommend using 
this spoiler.

The facts:

•  Multiple adjustments for individual needs: Angle, height and 
distance to rider.

•  Optimum stress relief for  helmet and upper body.
•  Removes turbulence and disturbing wind jets otherwise 

present.
•  Easy to adjust.
•  Fast attachment and removal from screen.
•  Strong and secure attachment method..
•  Lightweight precision CNC-machined adjustment mechanism.
•  High quality anodised aluminium alloy.
•  Shatter-proof Lexan deflector screen.
•  ABE approved for use with original BMW screens.

All models (with original screen)

 Part No.: 8110025
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R 1200 C/CL
Protection & Safety

Wunderlich “Classic” Crash Bar

BMW has created some unique cruisers that deserve 
to be enhanced and protected accordingly. When fitted 
with the “Classic” crash bar, the C (all models) and CL 
appear even more imposing, and the tube thickness 
deployed blends in with that of the headers. 38 mm tub-
ing, perfectly shaped and given a flawless surface finish. 
The rider can happily place his legs on the crash bar. 
The unexcelled level of precision allows quick installa-
tion, and it will remain easy to remove the cylinder head 
cover in future. Unfortunately (and embarrassingly) for 
us, our test rides provided us with the opportunity to 
test out the strength of the crash bar for ourselves. The 
product’s strength really shone through: The bar was 
scratched (and the rider’s pride took one or two knocks), 
but otherwise the damage was minimal.

No TÜV requirement.

R 1200 C (except Montauk)

 Part No.: 8160257

R 1200 CL

When making this part for the CL we deliberately set 
out to ensure that the tubular construction followed the 
curves of the side fairing panels – this was in order to 
achieve yet more dynamic lines. Although we say it our-
selves, this is a highly practical symbiosis that comes as 
close to perfection as you can get. No TÜV requirement.

 Part No.: 8160249

Wunderlich Side Stand Enlarger

The R 1200 CL is no lightweight. If propped up on the 
side stand on loose ground or soft tarmac it may have a 
horrible surprise in store. Calm your nerves by propping 
up your bike safely and securely – using our high-quality 
aluminium side stand enlarger. Specially adapted to the 
CL, elaborately crafted in two parts, with 100 per cent 
greater surface area, lovingly buffed to a shine. 

R 1200 CL Part No.: 8500041

R 1200 CL

R 1200 C

Protection & Safety

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download all the latest updated catalogue sections from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General information, dealers and news: 
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting instructions download (in full colour): 
www.wunderlich.de/manuals
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R 1200 C/CL
Protection & Safety

R 1200 C/CL
Protection & Safety

Spotlight Kit

With this kit you get much more than extra lighting: the 
bike benefits from visual enhancement and a thoroughly 
needed design touch-up. Fitted with the spotlight kit, 
the rather staid cruiser is transformed into a bull on two 
wheels. The Cruiser’s look, which in all other respects 
isn’t exactly what you would call restrained, suffers 
significantly from the rather meagre instrument panel/
headlight combination. This solid tubular construction, a 
fine example of high-quality workmanship, has mount-
ing points for two E-certified auxiliary headlights that 
provide additional visibility and safety, as well as giving 
the C the prestige that it deserves.

Complete set with mounting frame and chrome-plated 
auxiliary headlights. Easy to fit (mounted onto original 
headlight and indicator mounts). Wired to come on with 
high beams.

R 850/1200 C (Classic, Independent + Avantgarde)

 Part No.: 8160229

Wunderlich Oil filler Plug “FP02”

A security oil plug for the discerning rider, made of qual-
ity aluminium material with logo and small C-shaped 
key. Self-locking, strong and elegant. Inserting the sup-
plied key mechanically connects the visible outer shell 
with the oil plug itself, which is contained within it. A 
minimum of moving parts makes it almost indestructible.

The facts:

•  Can only be opened with the supplied key (key has to be 
inserted at a specific angle and only works with this degree of 
bending, width and form).

•  The visible external part can be freely rotated at a defined 
resistance.

•  The internal part is a one-piece stainless-steel unit without 
vulnerable mechanical parts, which ensures that oil cannot leak 
through the inside parts of the plug (no connection which needs 
sealing to the external part).

•  Security keyhole protected by an additional aluminium cap.
•  The key is only two centimetres tall and has been designed to 

be used as a key fob.
•  Using the key the plug can be opened and removed in one turn 

of the wrist.
•  With Boxer logo, key and new O-ring. It can be replaced by 

an original BMW emblem, part number 51142308800 – not 
included, ask your dealer.

•  5 year warranty.

R 1200 C/CL

Chrome-plated Part No.: 8500060
Rotating top. The 
actual plug can only 
be opened using the 
special key.

Self-locking and 
incredibly strong

Wunderlich Safety Oil Plug

This classic Silver anodised part replaces the original 
plastic oil filler plug and offers an alternative to the Sil-
ver anodised “Locking Oil Filler Plug”. It opens with an 
unusual size “Allen” key, which is attached to your key 
ring, this makes it harder to remove than the original. 
A built in small “O” ring, which sticks in the hole of the 
plug, makes the removal of the plug an easy task, this is 
especially handy when the plug is hot. Available in either 
top quality chrome plated finish or silver anodised. Sold 
complete with new “O”-rings, special key + key ring.

R 1200 C/CL

Chrome-plated Part No.: 8500012

Silver anodised Part No.: 8500050

Wunderlich 
“Dry-Save” Oil Filler Plug Conversion Kit

The special configuration of the first 4-valve valve cover 
requires a specific design combining protection against 
theft and absolute leak tightness. This was a job for the 
latest generation of our safety oil plugs. Robust con-
struction and attractive design characterise this oil plug 
which is easy to use.

The facts:

•  Replacement of the leaky plastic design that is vulnerable to 
sabotage (removal of the insert inside the valve cover and of 
the plug itself) with our new plug for boxers!

•  Bolted aluminium insert with an absolutely leak tight and theft-
proof bolted-on filler plug.

•  Plug can only be opened with special key.
•  Plug is machined of a single piece of solid aluminium.
•  Larger diameter = easier filling, less spillage.
•  The whole assembly cannot be ripped out as before, or turn 

inside the head cover*.
•  5 year warranty.
•  Made in Germany.

R 1200 C/CL

 Part No.: 8500064

*  The original insert is only pressed into position (easily removed 
by hand). In many cases, leaks are caused not by the plug but 
by the insert. Additionally, the original plastic insert uses a small 
plastic pin to prevent it from turning, but this fragile solution 
does not need a lot of force to get damaged, causing the plug 
and the insert to turn together.

Can only be opened with special 
key

Leak tight and secure

... The constantly leaky original plug

“Original and copy”
We are proud of the fact that our ideas have “inspired” the 

accessories market. The large number of copies are a compli-

ment to our work, but in every aspect they are only a copy of 

the original!

Safety & Style!
All our developments arise as a symbiosis of usefulness, safety 

and visual value enhancement: They are protected from casual 

thieves, indestructible and make for an optical highlight. Your 

decision on which to buy can be informed by both your tastes 

and security needs. 
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R 1200 C/CL
Protection & Safety

R 1200 C/CL
Protection & Safety

Wunderlich Safety wire

These coated stainless steel safety wires will protect 
you from expensive repairs. The R 1200 CL’s mirrors are 
push-fitted rather than bolted in so that they fall off in the 
event of an impact. In such a case the mirrors are only 
held on by the indicator electrical wires which are often 
unequal to the strain and just snap. The consequence 
will be a badly-scratched housing and often also a com-
pletely destroyed mirror – a very expensive repair.

Our safety wires are made of plastic-coated stainless 
steel, can simply be bolted to the fairing and mirrors and 
disappear into the empty space between mirrors and 
fairing. The safety wire can withstand a load of up to 17 
kg and comes in a set of two for right and left.

R 1200 CL

 Part No.: 8600730 

Picture shows a K 1200 LT 

Wunderlich 
Mudguard extender “Extenda Fender”

Dirty headers and engine cases, stone damage and 
unnecessary water splashing are all irritating, especially 
when it comes to the high-end C models. Many cus-
tomers rightly bemoan the fact that the original front 
mudguard is too short. This thermoformed ABS plastic 
mudguard extension to the original puts paid to such 
problems. Very discreet and effective additional protec-
tion for your C or CL. The add-on is simply secured 
using adhesive to prevent damage to the attractive origi-
nal mudguard. Black ABS plastic. TÜV exempt.

R 1200 C (except Montauk)

 Part No.: 8110100

Tank pad kit

Tank pad set, matching the design, protect against 
scratches, damage and abrasion at all contact points. 
The improved knee dent element conveys a more imme-
diate contact enhancing the riding pleasure. An effective 
centre pad protects from scratches caused by zippers. 
Black soft PU material. Self-adhesive.

R 1200 C/CL

 Part No.: 1250081

“VentureShield” Paint + Tank Protection

An indestructible yet flexible adhesive film originally devel-
oped for the aviation industry to protect propellers and 
rotor blades from stone damage. Anything that provides 
protection at close to the speed of sound is of course the 
first choice when it comes to maintaining the value of your 
BMW. The facts:

•  Invisible protective film to protect your paintwork from those 
annoying scratches and scuffs that reduce the value of your 
bike.

•  Absorbs most of the energy e.g. from stone impacts, which 
means that it makes sense to fit the headlamp protection 
included in the complete set at the same time.

•  Completely UV resistant
•  UV permeable(!) meaning that the protected parts of the 

paintwork will, as usual, change colour over the years. This 
outstanding feature of the material means that no differences 
in colour between protected and unprotected paintwork will 
emerge should you ever want to remove the film.

•  Almost invisible.
•  Contour-hugging fit, that blends perfectly into the overall form.
•  Extremely adhesive.
•  Yet easy to remove
•  Quick payback (in terms of maintained value) 
•  You can continue to steam clean your bike.
•  5 year warranty.
•  Easy to apply
•  Protects all particularly vulnerable parts.

The set includes cleaning fluid, applicator and fitting 
instructions: everything you need to fit the film yourself. You 
can choose between a tank set and a complete set. 

R 1200 CL

Three-part tank kit, complete set comprises tank kit plus 
films for upper and lower fairing, headlight, panniers and 
front mudguard.

Tank kit  Part No.: 1250390

Complete kit  Part No.: 1250395

R 1200 C

Three-part tank kit, (two films for the sides, one for the top), 
complete set comprises tank kit plus films for headlight, 
forks and front mudguard.

Tank kit  Part No.: 1250460

Complete kit  Part No.: 1250465

Universal Foil (no applicator/fluid included)

A single 20 x 30 cm (~7.8 x 11.8”) foil, to be cut and/or used 
wherever else needed. 

(20 x 30cm) Part No.: 1250455

2.  Apply film and adjust while it 
“floats” (slides very easily).

1.  Spray paint surface and foil with 
the fitting fluid supplied.

3.  Smooth out any air and fluid with 
the applicator blade.

4. Wipe away excess fluid.

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download all the latest updated catalogue sections from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General information, dealers and news: 
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting instructions download (in full colour): 
www.wunderlich.de/manuals
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R 1200 C/CL
Protection & Safety

Wunderlich Brake Caliper Cover

The beautifully machined part not only makes that area 
of the forks look cleaner and nicer, it also adds protec-
tion to the brake caliper at the front and rear. The cov-
ers are made of high-strength billet aluminium alloy. 
Straightforward installation. Complete with all installa-
tion parts. Sold as a set of left + right hand covers for 
the front and a single cover for the rear.

Cover Set front (right and left)

R 1200 C/CL

Anodised silver Part No.: 8161201*

High-gloss polished Part No.: 8161203*

Titanium anodised Part No.: 8161202*

Rear cover 

R 1200 C

Anodised silver Part No.: 8161204*

High-gloss polished Part No.: 8161206*

Titanium anodised Part No.: 8161205*

*  Suitable for all vehicles with BMW brake calipers.  Inscription on 
the front brake caliper.

Wunderlich Theft-proof Wheel Bolt

It is easier to remove the rear wheel of a BMW than any 
other vehicle. Whilst we appreciate the ease of servicing 
this brings, it has also led to disaster on two occasions: 
The first time, the whole bike disappeared, leaving just 
the rear wheel chained to a lamp-post, and the second 
time, the wheel itself was stolen.

This bolt, made of tempered chrome-molybdenum steel, 
can only be removed using a special adapter. Replacing 
just one wheel bolt will be enough to protect your bike 
against theft. 

For years, special wheel nuts to make the wheels theft-
proof have been standard in cars. This standard has 
now finally been transferred to the motorcycle sector.

R 1200 C/CL

Length 60 mm Part No.: 8140005

Weekend tours, motorcycle holidays in 
the Alps and other biking highlights are 
presented in the Wunderlich World of 
Experience. In collaboration with our part-
ners in the tourism, travel 
and touring fields we 
are pleased to provide 
you with touring sug-
gestions, map material 
and GPS downloads, 
with the addition of 
comprehensive infor-
mation on motorcycle-
friendly hotels, popular 
biking meet-ups and 
places where it’s really 
worth taking a break.
We are very keen to make 
sure that, if you wish, you 
can just head out and fol-
low our suggestions right 
away, and that you have 
everything you need to plan 

your next short holiday. We will of course 
also include reports on attractive and 
adventurous long-haul destinations, but 
it is our prime concern to make 

sure that as many 
of our tips as pos-
sible can easily be 
put into practice.
We‘re also con-
cerned that our 
touring sugges-
tions can be 
adapted to indi-
vidual motor-
cycle models. 
For instance, a 
detour onto the 
unmade roads 
of the Ucker-
mark in north-
east Germany 
can be a lot of 
fun for a GS 

rider, whereas the K 1200 R will quickly 
come to grief.
Along with the active aspect of getting 
out and about, the World of Experience 
will also tackle other motorcycle-related 
issues. Riding reviews and portraits of 
people will feature just as prominently as 
interesting events.
The way we present the features is just 
as diverse as the features themselves. 
With its touring maps and regular down-
loadable magazine, its books and videos, 
the World of Experience is just as lively as 
biking itself.
So don’t forget: Take a look at the World 
of Experience or subscribe to our news-
letter.
For more information please go to: 
www.wunderlich.de (Note: In German 
language only at the moment)

Wunderlich 
World of Experience
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For years, special wheel nuts to make the wheels theft-
proof have been standard in cars. This standard has 
now finally been transferred to the motorcycle sector.

Part No.: 8140005
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Wunderlich 
Brake and Clutch Reservoir Covers

The handlebar controls on both sides benefit from 
a piece of absolute eye candy. For just a little extra 
expense the vehicle benefits from a whole new dynamic 
appearance which accentuates the elaborate construc-
tion of the hydraulic reservoirs in an impressive way. 
Individually machined out of solid, strong billet alumin-
ium. The cover has a structured surface that highlights 
the elaborateness of the milling and gives the cover a 
special touch of class. Easy to install. Complete with all 
installation parts.

R 850 C, R 1200 C, Montauk, R 1200 CL

Set (silver) Part No.: 8161318

Set (titanium)  Part No.: 8161319

Speedo Time

A brilliant idea! The clock is ergonomically designed to 
be read without the need to divert the gaze from the 
road ahead – even a tank bag won’t get in the way. The 
clock is perfectly positioned to the side of the speed-
ometer and is itself designed to look like a rev counter. 
The elaborate aluminium mount relieves the poverty of 
design of the instruments, creating a shining highlight 
that could not be more finely detailed. Simply push it 
onto the speedometer and fix it in place with a screw. 
Also compatible with the original windshield.

R 1200 C (except Montauk)

 Part No.: 8160316

Anodised silver Anodised titanium

MOTORRAD Best Brand 2010
We are proud and delighted in our anniversary year to have 

received the particular accolade of being voted number 1 in the 

“customising” category!

Optics & Design
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Front Mudguard Rail

The crowning finish for the C’s front mudguard. The 
powerful design of the rail with its thick, chrome-plated 
tubes, blends in perfectly with the C’s imposing appear-
ance. The form is ideal for the “Classic” tool roll as well 
as providing the mudguard with effective protection from 
scratches and dents.

Excellent workmanship with high-quality chrome-plat-
ing: easy to install. TÜV exempt. Complete set with 
fitting material.

R 1200 C (except Montauk)

 Part No.: 8160228

Wunderlich Chrome Horn + Bracket

In order to banish the unsightly original we have given 
the Cruiser and the CL a high-gloss polished master-
piece made of solid, machined aluminium.

The elaborate stepped shape of the bracket blends in 
beautifully, making this detail into a visual and acoustic 
show-stopper. 

High-quality chrome-plated horn with protective mesh. 
Complete with bolt set, installation kit for all generator 
cover types and wiring.

R 1200 C/CL

 Part No.: 8160255

Wunderlich Rear Master Cylinder Cover

The C models are a product of loving attention to detail. 
Unfortunately, the need to cut corners has left a few 
holes. Such a one is the rear master brake cylinder. The 
deliberately engineered gaping holes in the design may 
reveal the technology in all its splendour, but for the 
lover of beauty in detail it is a bitter disappointment. Our 
perfectly crafted cover is a little work of art that blends 
seamlessly into the rest of the design. The brake cyl-
inder also benefits from a beautiful cover that protects 
it from dirt. Individually machined, high-gloss polished 
aluminium cover with matching fixing bolts. Replaces 
the existing steel plate. Easy to fit.

R 1200 C/CL

 Part No.: 8160473

Brake Cover

No stones have been left unturned in the quest to beau-
tify the Cruiser in the smallest detail. The cruiser’s brake 
Calipers, with their dull appearance, are a blight on the 
face of every C. This outstandingly elaborate cover  
teems with loving detail and blends seamlessly into the 
overall layout. A quality product made of chrome-plated 
billet aluminium. Easy to fit, complete with all mounting 
parts. TÜV exempt.

R 1200 C

Rear Part No.: 8160247

 For all models with “BREMBO” brake calipers at the front. Shows 
“Brembo” Inscription on the front brake caliper.
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seamlessly into the rest of the design. The brake cyl
inder also benefits from a beautiful cover that protects 
it from dirt. Individually machined, high-gloss polished 
aluminium cover with matching fixing bolts. Replaces 
the existing steel plate. Easy to fit.

Part No.: 8160473
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Z covers

The brake and clutch lines are lovingly clad in fine metal 
casings. But the black connectors with their rusty banjo 
bolts (on the Classic) jar shockingly with all the sur-
rounding finery. This problem is solved by the massive, 
chrome-plated Z covers, which can quickly be fitted to 
blend the bolts in with the rest of the lines. 

The whole ensemble looks particularly classy with 
chrome-plated reservoir covers and levers. Complete 
set for both sides.

R 1200 Avantgarde + Independent 
(all models with straight brake lines)

 Part No.: 8180014

Brake Line Cover

The plain looking brake line covers clashes with the 
elegant chrome exhaust system. This chrome-plated 
cover harmonises with the chrome on the exhaust and 
cylinder head covers. Easy to fit. 

R 1200 C

 Part No.: 8160277

Wunderlich Swingarm Pivot Cover

This cover is urgently needed, as the three bolts on the 
right-hand side of the swingarm pivot positively cry out 
for visual enhancement. We are proud of the fact that the 
cover so elegantly and conclusively tidies up the frame 
tubes. Machined out of silver anodised aluminium with 
Boxer logo.

R 1200 C/CL

Anodised silver Part No.: 8160284

Wunderlich Gearbox Plug Cover

The often corroded, rusty and plain looking original 
gearbox plugs are crying out for something to hide 
them. Our covers are simply pushed into onto the origi-
nal plug, and held in position with an “O” ring. The plug 
head is covered and unattractive rusty plugs are given 
a new shine and a better protected from dirt. Machined 
from billet aluminium and anodised silver. Sold as a 
single item.

R 1200 C/CL

 Part No.: 8600655
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Wunderlich Telelever Cover Set “TLC 02”

Being conscious of quality does not always coincide 
with the use of plastic.

We replace the black cover of the Telelever pivot with 
chrome-plated or anodised aluminium covers that give 
the Telelever a finishing touch. The anodised finish 
integrates into the overall construction and gives the 
Telelever the appearance of a single unit. The lever is a 
symbol of the art of German motorcycle construction in 
its own right and is finally given a suitable substitute for 
the plastic cover in the form of this elegant cover set.

The chrome-plated version highlights the lever pivoting 
point brilliantly and is especially suitable for dark vehi-
cles. Therefore: you have a choice between integration 
and sensation. CNC-machined dural aluminium, com-
plete with a thick O-ring, which gives the cover optimal 
support. The cover has a small notch on the side, mak-
ing it easy to dismount at any time.

Sold as a set for left and right side.

R 1200 C/CL

Chrome-plated Part No.: 8500080

Anodised silver Part No.: 8500090

Wunderlich Camshaft Sprocket Cover Set

The depths of the 4V Boxer conceal a few lurking opti-
cal and technical deficiencies that are in desperate need 
of help. The camshaft sprocket covers on the rear of 
the cylinders bears anything but the hallmark of good 
construction work. It is much more reminiscent of the 
lid of a tube of Smarties. Therefore we have designed 
and produced a much nicer looking alternative made 
of solid aluminium, with an anodised or chrome surface 
finish. To make this part as perfect as possible it features 
a slightly curved surface, machined recesses for the 
attachment bolts and of course a superb anodised or 
chromed finish.

Additional protection: We have always been bothered by 
the “sweating” of oil from the original covers. Therefore 
we have included a set of gaskets to make sure our 
covers stay as oil tight as possible. The gaskets only 
fit our covers (not suitable for the originals), and are 
included with each set (replacement gaskets available 
separately).

Sold as a complete set including the covers, gaskets, 
“O”-ring and round headed attachment bolts

R 1200 C/CL

Complete set for both sides.

Chrome-plated Part No.: 8500023

Anodised silver Part No.: 8500036

Replacement gasket

Replacement, only for Wunderlich covers. Does not fit 
original covers.

Single item Part No.: 8540001

Inclusive additional gaskets! 
The tendency to “sweat” oil, as can 
occur with the original covers, is 
ruled out. These seals are used in 
addition to the “O”-ring.

Wunderlich Final Drive Filler Plug

The rough “Allen” filler plug of the final drive is not to 
everyone’s taste and, in our opinion, is in need of an 
upgrade. An elaborately lathed and milled plug made 
from polished or silver anodised aluminium highlights 
and embellishes the final drive. The plug can be easily 
bolted or removed using the side drill holes. Made in 
Germany.

R 1200 C/CL

Polished Part No.: 8160355

Anodised silver Part No.: 8160356

1985 – 2010 - 25 years of Wunderlich
We extend our thanks to all our customers and business part-

ners. In 2010 we shall be celebrating our 25th anniversary. For a 

quarter of a century the name of Wunderlich has been insepara-

bly connected with the Yamaha and BMW brands.
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Replacement, only for Wunderlich covers. Does not fit 

Part No.: 8540001

Inclusive additional gaskets!
The tendency to “sweat” oil, as can 
occur with the original covers, is 
ruled out. These seals are used in 
addition to the “O”-ring.
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Generator Cover Bolt Set

An attractive eye-catcher for those obsessed with detail 
and an oxidation-proof improvement at the same time. 
The aluminium bolts are made of high-quality anodised 
metal. Contains both fastening screws.

R 1200 C/CL

Stainless steel Part No.: 8166014

Aluminium (red anodised) Part No.: 8166015

Aluminium (blue anodised) Part No.: 8166016

Tank Filler Cap Bolt Set

Blue or red anodised aluminium bolt sets for the tank 
filler cap - elegant, light-weight and corrosion resistant.

The bolts can simply be exchanged from outside (It is 
advisable to change one at a time to ensure the thread 
ring does not fall into the tank.)

R 1200 C/CL

Aluminium (blue anodised) Part No.: 8166023

Aluminium (red anodised) Part No.: 8166022

Brake / Clutch Reservoir Bolt Sets

Replace the sensitive and cheap original bolts. Vastly 
improved appearance without the somewhat botched 
look of the originals. Complete set for brake or clutch 
reservoirs. Includes Allen key. Beware: The bolt set can 
be used on both sides but must be ordered separately 
for each.

R 1200 CL + Cruiser (all models)

 Part No.: 8166031

Wunderlich  
Aluminium Rear Shock Adjuster

High-quality, elegant and a much better grip to adjust 
the pre-load of the original rear shock. Adjustment is 
easier and the soft curves make it more comfortable. 

Made of CNC machined aluminium.

For all original Cruiser and CL shock absorbers with 
hydraulic spring pre-load. Available in three exclusive 
versions.

R 1200 C/CL

Polished Part No.: 8200029

Blue anodised Part No.: 8200030

Silver anodised Part No.: 8200031

PROXXON Tool
High-quality, excellent-value tool, ideally suited to motorcycle 

use. With 25 year warranty for material and manufacturing 

defects. You can find this product in the “Accessories” section.
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Cruiser Sound.

Cruising is only really satisfying when complemented 
with an appropriate engine sound. This is provided by 
the Remus system that pampers the rider with its heart-
warming sound. Its slim form, classic design and all of 
five acoustic apertures make it into a pleasure for the 
senses. Also remarkable is the double-skinned design 
that keeps the surface temperature down and helps 
prevent the boots from scorching.

The Cruiser sound system comprises the front and rear 
silencers. With European model approval certificate.

R 1200 C/CL

Front silencer

With catalytic converter Part No.: 8600043

Without catalytic converter Part No.: 8600059

“Slash Cut” silencer set

 Part No.: 8600044

Sound & Performance
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Performance measured on our R 1200 C Green original state, blue with Per-
formanceController.

MOTORRAD (Test of an R 1200 GS)
“Another plus point was the use of the PerformanceController. An 

easy-to-fit device that allows you to adjust the injection amount. 

The Boxer engine of the test bike won us over us with its very good 

smooth-running characteristics, had a zippy throttle response and 

was much more agile across the whole RPM range than the engine 

fed by series-production software.”

Wunderlich “PerformanceController”
Powered by Techlusion

A brilliant invention by the father of electronic tuning for 
injection engines and a perfect optimisation instrument, 
enabling you easily to adjust the power development of 
your BMW yourself.

Rich gains in performance and torque, smooth running 
and spontaneity of throttle response like you’ve never 
known are all guaranteed.

The facts:

•  Increased torque and performance across the whole RPM 
range (ca. 12% improvement in performance across the active 
ride range).

•  More spontaneous throttle response.
•  Faster high-revving (12% faster than the original)
•  Perfect, pre-set factory tuning.
•  Easy to set performance across the whole RPM range. 
•  Adaptation to all conversions (blue air filter, exhaust systems 

etc.) and conditions takes less time.
•  Quick reset to the factory setting.
•  Impossible to make damaging adjustments or to use wrongly.
•  Simple jack connection to wiring loom.
•  No need to make changes to the motronics or wiring loom etc. 
•  Special “Wunderlich-Edition” for the European market.
•  Completely waterproof and sturdy overall construction.
•  Extremely small housing (84 x 50 x 10 mm).
•  Comes complete with fitting kit and instructions.
•  30 day right of return

In combination with the Blue filter and/or sports silencer 
the PerformanceController is the key to optimum effi-
ciency. Comes ready to fit.

R 1200 C/CL

 Part No.: 8530100*

*Only suitable for sports use!

30 day right of return: You have 30 days in which to convince yourself of 
the quality of the system. If you should not be satisfied at the end of this 
period you have the right to return it without giving a reason, and you will be 
fully reimbursed.

Spontaneous performance, smooth running and enormous power at low 
revs..

Function principle
Modern injection engines are required to meet strict exhaust standards across 
the world along with country-specific requirements, which is why tuning is only 
a compromise at best. This problem is solved by the PerformanceController, 
which simply but permanently optimises the engine. The front LEDs show which 
mode the bike is in (idle, acceleration etc.). With the help of three buttons and 
very easy instructions the rider can now influence this tuning him- or herself 
(richer or leaner mix etc.). So it is possible to achieve harmonious running across 
the whole RPM range and to adapt this to individual riding habits.

The first effect is a softer, more rounded idle, that you can tune more finely. In 
principle, the Performance Controller enables you to apply classic carburettor 
settings to your injection assembly. Only more conveniently, without the need 
to turn a single screw. The real clincher is this: the fuel-management is not 
reprogrammed, so that, once it is removed, the original series-production values 
are restored. We’ve tested this system on many vehicles with different riders, 
all of whom have been completely blown away, especially by the fact that it is 
so easy to use.

Performance Bundle

PerformanceController* + BLUE Filter is the tuning kit 
for more power with little effort. The set consists of a 
“PerformanceController” and a suitable BLUE air filter. 

With this set you can achieve a long-term increase 
in performance over the entire speed range with little 
installation work and much less maintenance work. 

The delivery is supplied ready for installation with suit-
able plugs and connectors and appropriate BLUE filter. 

R 850/1200 C, R 1200 CL

 Part No.: 8600493

*Without TÜV. Only for sports use!

Excerpt from the tuning boxes test (on an R 1200 GS)  
in “BMW Motorräder” issue 28:

“ ... Let’s start with the PerformanceController. it is the most reasonably priced device in 

comparison. ... The PerformanceController is connected to the Lambda sensor and the 

injector jets. You can only programme it using buttons directly on the device. But the per-

formance curve you get is really easy to see. No complaints there. The hole at 2700 rpm has 

been nicely filled, and this is in practical terms better all round than the series-production 

model…”

Do you need help with technical questions?
If you have questions regarding the installation of our prod-

ucts or any other technical matters, please contact the official 

Wunderlich dealer you have purchased the product from. They 

will be happy to assist you and solve any problems. 

37

Offenliegende Kabel im Sichtbereich sehen gebastelt aus. Dieser Stecker gehört zum Power Commander und sollte mit Schrumpfschlauch nachgebessert werden

Performance Controller. Der Einbruch bei 2700/min wird überzeugend
aufgefüllt, dazu gibt’s von 4700/min bis 5700/min noch eine Extra-Kelle.
298 Euro bei www.wunderlich.de, Telefon (02642) 97 980

Ursachen zu tun. Bei 2700/min
liegt es an einer zu mageren Ein-
stellung. Bei 4500/min verur-
sacht eine Resonanz die Delle in
der Kurve. Allein mit Verände-
rungen an der Einspritzung ist
dort also nicht viel zu holen.

IM FOLGENDEN VERGLEICHSTEST
haben wir die Kandidaten in der
jeweiligen Standardeinstellung

auf dem Leistungsprüfstand
gegeneinander antreten lassen.
Das heißt, dass wir die Geräte so
eingebaut haben, wie sie aus
dem Karton kamen. Die getestete
GS war ein gepflegtes 2004er
Modell, das für die Eingangs-
messung im Serienzustand auf
die Rolle kam. Für den Vergleich
haben wir die Drehmoment-
kurven genommen, weil hier die

Veränderungen am besten zu
erkennen sind. Alle Messungen
erfolgten auf Amerschläger p4,
sind auf die Kupplung bezogen
und nach DIN korrigiert.

Fangen wir mit dem Perfor-
mance Controller an. Er ist mit
rund 300 Euro das günstigste
Gerät im Vergleich. Bedienungs-
und Einbauanleitung könnten
aufschlussreicher sein. Der Per-

formance Controller wird an die
Lambdasonden und die Ein-
spritzdüsen angeschlossen. Eine
Programmierung ist nur über
Tasten direkt am Gerät möglich.
Die Kurve kann sich aber durch-
aus sehen lassen. Da wollen wir
mal nicht meckern. Das Loch
bei 2700/min ist schön aufgefüllt
und praktisch überall besser als
die Serie. �
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TuneUp SoundBundle

Exhaust System + PerformanceController* + 
BLUE Filter

The outstanding complete solution. Put together on the 
test rig from a variety of possible combinations.

As is shown on all performance curves, the application 
of a well-coordinated exhaust system tops the already 
impressive gain in performance.

On top of this there is an outstanding sound profile 
that supports the performance acoustically as well. The 
parts delivered are all ready for installation.

The exhaust system used comes with European model 
approval.

R 1200 C/CL

 Part No.: 8600494

* Only for sport use!

BLUE Longlife Performance Air Filters

“Blue” air filters for BMW were specially made for us by 
Green, a European manufacturer with motor sport expe-
rience and excellent production methods. The filters are 
made to a very high standard to ensure the best airflow 
and cleaning properties. They enjoy better air flow than 
many similar filter types, and the low pressure manufac-
turing process ensures that there is very little spillage 
of the black plastic into the woven cotton sheets (more 
spillage = less filtering area)

•  Deep pleats in the double-layered cotton create a 10-20% 
increase in filtration surface. This increase allows a greater vol-
ume of air to move more freely into your engine cylinders. 

•  Blue uses 2 layers of woven cotton compared to most other 
brands who use 4 layers of cotton gauze. There are 3 main 
benefits to woven cotton: it’s thinner, holds oil better, and is 
stronger. 

•  Blue filter’s rubber mouldings are almost exact around the 
edges with no wasted surface area. Using this more efficient 
process the air flow is greater than the same size filter that is 
injection moulded. 

•  Blue Longlife Performance Filters are designed to be oiled. The 
oil creates a positive (+) magnetic charge with the mesh, which 
attracts the negatively (-) charged dust particles. The dust and 
dirt builds around the mesh to form a tunnel. This allows the 
cotton to remain cleaner for maximum flow.

•  Normal servicing every 50 000 km or once a year. In very dusty 
conditions re-oiling or servicing may be needed.

•  Pleat design: The filters have pleats that are parallel to the 
width. This makes the filter more rigid and stronger and reduc-
es air leaks.

•  Stainless steel mesh on both sides.
•  Custom Fitment Tabs (for square filters only). Plastic air-boxes 

can warp out of shape or even distort from the heat radiated 
from the engine. These tabs also benefit the filter by centring 
and aligning it in the air box, so the filter is evenly sealed.

•  Easy to fit, just replace the original with Blue Filter
•  Warning sticker for air box

These merits are not found on any regular paper type fil-
ter. Despite the long period between servicing the clever 
multi-layer design ensures excellent filtering properties.

R 1200 C/CL

 Part No.: 8120009

BLUE Service

For servicing a Blue Filter use only the approved Blue 
Filter cleaner and oil to ensure the filter is not damaged, 
and the filtering effect not impaired. The specially for-
mulated cleaner bottle (500 ml) and oil can (300 ml) are 
available either as a “Service Pack” combination or as 
single components. Cleaning and oiling the filter is easy 
to perform. Instructions included.

BLUE Service Pack cleaner 500 ml and oil 300 ml

The cost-effective set. Lasts as long as your bike.

Combipack Part No.: 8120010

Individual components

Filter cleaner Part No.: 8120011

Filter oil (spray can) Part No.: 8120012

A smooth surface and 
soft flexible rubber 
base ensures an air 
tight seal. 

Deep pleats 
in the double-
layered cotton 
create a 10-20% 
increase in filtra-
tion surface and 
improved air flow.

Blue Filters are produced 
using a time-consuming 
4-step production process 
which virtually eliminates 
rubber seepage into the 
cotton. Other manufactur-
ers use a mass production 
fast pressure-moulded 
injection process, but this 
process can push rubber 
onto the filtering surface 
which can restrict the air-
flow by up to 25%. 

Valve Adjustment Bolts “Super Light”

Weight reduction of moving/reciprocating parts is an 
effective method to reduce wear and increase the 
engine life. Especially the valve train benefits from such 
measures which reduces mechanical load and noise 
emissions. Also of importance: With lighter reciprocating 
parts the valve timing is more accurate and reduces the 
chance of valve bouncing and subsequent damage to 
valve and seat at high engine revolutions. The lightened 
bolts weigh only 5 grams each, and are recommended 
to fit not only for high revving race engines. They are 
best used in combination with our lightened cam buck-
ets. Note. Sold as a single bolt, for a complete bike you 
will need 8.

R 1200 C/CL

Single item Part No.: 8510024

Light Cam Buckets

These quality cam buckets are ~ 30% lighter than 
original. The reduction of reciprocating mass of the 
valve train parts is an important measure of tuning. The 
lower mass increases response and maintains accurate 
timing, but also reduces the chance of valve bouncing, 
valve floating or valve to piston contact (all of which 
cause expensive damage after a while).

The lighter buckets are a useful addition for standard 
engines, but are even more important for tuned engines 
or when performance camshafts are fitted. 

Price per item. 4 buckets per engine are needed. 

R 1200 C/CL

 Part No.: 8530140

Please note
For further performance enhancements for the R 1200 C/CL 

please go to www.wunderlich.de
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Odyssey + CTEK Guarantee Package

An outstanding battery is most compatible with an 
outstanding charging device. When you purchase the 
battery and the charging device, we therefore grant you 
a 5 year warranty for both components.

R 1200 C/CL

PC 680* with CTEK XS 3600 Part No.: 8200204

*  Please note the advice on the law concerning battery recycling 
(Germany only)!

Your ABS will never fail again!
The significant power gains (PC 
680) mean that you will never again 
have to deal with irritating ABS 
failures. The background: The ABS 
only kicks in after a defined battery 
voltage has been reached. Con-
ventional batteries soon reach their 
limits (especially in short-distance 
rides, repeated starts or night jour-
neys).

“Clear” Rear Light

Makes the back end of your machine look significantly 
lighter. Sold as a clear lens with a matching standard 
type red coloured bulb, perfectly matched to the stand-
ard BMW system. Easy to fit. No TÜV approval.

R 1200 C/CL

Lens (with red bulb) Part No.: 8601089

Odyssey “PowerPack” Batteries

Trying to persuade a BMW to start up without enough 
juice is virtually hopeless. We were tired of the constant 
and not inexpensive replacement of batteries. Several 
years ago we recognised the advantages of the Odys-
sey batteries as pioneers, as proved by their numerous 
test successes.

This technology, originally developed for NASA, is 
designed for extreme conditions and has since estab-
lished itself in millions of applications (alternative energy 
generation, high-stress electric designs etc.). In our 10 
year experience with these batteries we have never had 
a failure (cold temperature, vibration, etc) and the bat-
tery withstood severe conditions without problems, even 
lying on its side. We therefore see it as a highly recom-
mendable enhancement that quickly pays for itself.

Please note: The simple comparison of AH batteries is 
inappropriate, as the high cold starting power is much 
more important.

The facts:

•  More than twice as high a starting performance as a conven-
tional battery. 

•  No ABS failure due to insufficient battery performance.
•  Enormously long life (according to EUROBAT definition, 10 

years and longer).
•  Low self-discharge and thus no need for maintenance if the 

bike is not used for a longer period (winter, etc.).
•  No damage from deep discharge possible.
•  Completely maintenance-free.
•  Spill-proof (can be fitted on its side, no escaping gases (no 

need for air vent tube)
•  Absorbed electrolyte type battery, meaning that there is no free 

acid inside the battery; all of the acid is kept absorbed in the 
glass mat separators

•  No more need to check the acid level.
•  Unlike conventional batteries, no hydrogen is created during 

charging.
•  With the appropriate charger, quick charging (to 90% of the 

battery’s capacity) is possible in under an hour. 
•  Robust ABS case.
•  The battery is sold “ready to go” (no initial charging needed)

Odyssey “PowerPack”

The powerhouse and serial test winner! Same dimen-
sions as the original, but with 280 Ampere starting 
current (conventional 20 Ah battery has 120 ampere). 
Weight: 6.2 kg; Dimensions: W/D/H: 185x79x169 mm.

 Part No.: 8200003*

*  Please note the advice on the law concerning battery recycling 
(Germany only).

Odyssey “PowerPack” for all R 850/1100/1150 GS
130% more starting power compared to conventional batteries. These bat-
teries were designed specifically for BMW motorcycle use. Sold complete 
with fitting kit for an easy and fast installation.

Battery Deposit Regulation 
We are legally obliged to charge a battery deposit of 7.50 euros (in Germany). 

The deposit is refunded when you return a used starter battery to our business 

premises. If you buy by mail order, the used battery cannot, unfortunately, be 

sent back; if you submit a deposit token from a recognised collection point, we 

will, of course, refund your deposit. 

MOTORRAD NEWS 1/2007
“.... The test yielded a whole load of positive points. The Odyssey is also leak-

proof, gas-tight, robust, maintenance-free, quick to charge and, according to 

the manufacturer, good for ten years. This battery, the quickest to recover after 

a period of heavy load, is our special tip.”

MO 2/2006
“Summary: the power station in your motorcycle. The pure lead 
battery from Odyssey sets the standards in this test: a starting 

current of a brilliant 300 amperes, just under 100 revs are wrested from the 
starter. And that at consistently high rev speeds.”

Tourenfahrer 1/2009
“... No other battery squeezed as many revolutions out 
of the starter motor. Not just recommended for winter 

riders…”

What an Odyssey battery is made 
of.

Tourenfahrer 1/2009

MO 2/2006
“Summary: the power station in your motorcycle. The pure lead 
battery from Odyssey sets the standards in this test: a starting 

current of a brilliant 300 amperes, just under 100 revs are wrested from the 
starter. And that at consistently high rev speeds.”

“... No other battery squeezed as many revolutions out 
of the starter motor. Not just recommended for winter 
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White indicator Lens

White indicator lens for the original indicators. Small part 
– astonishing effect: Without the gaudy yellow indicators 
even the R 1200 CL and the Cruiser develop a slimmer 
line and more harmonious appearance. The lenses are 
supplied ready to install.

R 1200 C (front + rear), R 1200 CL (rear)

Indicator lenses

White, per item Part No.: 8144001*

R 1200 CL (set for front indicators inc. bulbs)

White lens set + amber bulbs Part No.: 8600998**

Smoked lens set + amber bulbs Part No.: 8600999**

Amber replacement bulb

12 Volt 21 Watt Part No.: 8122049

Silver Vision” bulbs” for white indicator lenses

When it is switched off, the bulb is silver. As soon as it 
lights up, it emits a rich yellow (amber). It is the nicest 
looking choice for the clear lenses as it does not leave 
a yellow/amber blob when turned off. Not cheap, but on 
the other hand, very visually appealing. The sophisticat-
ed replacement for all models with original clear lenses, 
and for other models it needs one of the small pin filed 
off, a modification which takes only a few seconds to do

12 Volt 21 Watt Part No.: 2099840

* E-certified.
** not E-certified.

LED Indicator Insert Set

This high-tech LED insert replaces the original bulb of 
the standard BMW indicator. The numerous yellow-shin-
ing LED’s produce a bright light and do not cause delay 
when switched on. A special resistor is already included 
in the insert to ensure correct indicating frequency. Can 
be used for yellow or white indicator lenses. Available 
as a standard set or with an integrated brake light func-
tion. Additional wires for easy installation are included. 
Sold as a set of two inserts (left and right side). Not TÜV 
approved.

R 1200 C*/CL

LED indicators  Part No.: 8601060

R 1200 C/CL

LED indicators (with brake flash) Part No.: 8601050*

*Can only be attached at rear.

R 1200 C (with Silver Vision)

R 1200 CL (front)

Bulbs
For your safety we only supply top-OEM-quality certified bulbs 

from well-known manufacturers. You’ll benefit from greatly 

enhanced lighting and long intervals between bulb changes. 

You can find this product in the “Accessories” section.

To start with we were motivated by the twin 

desires to use the resources available to us 

in an environmentally sensitive way and to 

do the ground work for the creation of our 

own power sources.

This was a fundamental building block 

of experiments with future-oriented drive 

concepts and the associated questions of 

energy consumption and sustainability etc. 

As was the case in the construction of the 

first street-legal gas-powered motorcycle 

with LPG drive, we want to pave the way 

for further drive concepts of the future. 

As with the gas concept, we want to build 

up our own store of insights to allow us to 

investigate and evaluate the current crop of 

new ideas.

With our two newly-installed photovoltaic 

systems with a total power generation of 

approx. 40 kWp we will be able to generate 

over 33,000 kilowatt hours.

In this way we will be able to gather a broad 

range of experience and insight, which 

might form part of the basis of an alternative 

drive concept. It was this, rather than the 

availability of subsidies, that prompted us to 

decide in favour of the photovoltaic system. 

Nonetheless, we are very glad that the law 

relating to renewable energies gives us such 

a solid basis for our investment.

Wunderlich is investing  
in photovoltaic technology

The high bay warehouse with 220 
modules

The main building with 420 modules




